Sizing the prize
The power of pricing

How much value can pricing really deliver? After
five years, and after analyzing more than 100
projects with more than $1.7 billion in annual
profit improvement, here’s what we found.
It’s been said many times before that of the levers a
company can pull to improve performance, pricing
routinely delivers the most significant results. Still, many
business leaders have their doubts. In fact, pricing often
ends up on the bottom of the list of changes companies
make in their quests to improve performance. Why is that?
For some, the question is how much pricing can really
deliver. Performance improvements are always welcome,
but exactly how much should the business expect
from pricing? Others question if the improvements that
can be gained from pricing are worth it in the grand
scheme of things. How much extra effort will it require
elsewhere in the business? What are the unexpected
ripple effects? Is it worth the risk of losing customers?
These are all legitimate concerns — and we’ve
encountered them in our work helping a variety of
companies improve performance through pricing. We
recently commissioned an analysis of more than 100
pricing engagements that we’ve performed over the last
five years to more effectively characterize the benefits
achieved and address such concerns. Starting with
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revenue and margin improvements, we put a host of
other factors under the microscope, from timeframe of
benefit realization to value by improvement lever and
beyond. We wanted to understand in detail how, when,
where, and why pricing improvements had the desired
impact on the business.
In this article, you will find selected results of this study
— along with our thoughts on what they mean for
companies looking to get the most from their efforts in
the area of pricing.
Margin and revenue increases: What to expect
Our clients’ annual margin benefits equal an average
of 3.2 percent of revenue
Pricing consultancies typically tend to provide benefits that
range between 1 percent and 3 percent of the revenue that
the initiative addresses. These claims don’t often speak to
how the benefits will be generated, or exactly how that
figure may change based on the industry or solution that
was delivered. In our experience, results vary widely by
industry. On average, our clients have been able to increase
margin by the equivalent of 3.2 percent of revenue. And in
some industries, the benefits have been much larger.
In some of our more recent conversations with clients,
we have found that they are looking for pricing to
fill a hole in their current forecast against the annual
We analyzed 100 of our projects to find out how
long projects took, what they delivered, and
where results came from.
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wins” that were rapidly surfaced to client executives as
Moreover, many of these quick wins were able to
opportunities to change pricing or some other aspect
offset, or sometimes fully fund, other efforts in the
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Projects tend to identify the value within 8 to 10
weeks, often producing quick wins that fund the
overall initiative.

Bottom line: Not only do the benefits take root in
the near-term, but you can specifically scope the
opportunities within a couple of months.

as trade, merchandising, and other support? Measuring
adherence to stated process goals? In short, we have
seen benefits generated at each step of the pricing
lifecycle. Focusing on different areas will likely yield
distinct results, so you should prioritize where you focus
your efforts. The survey uncovered some clear trends
that can be instructive for companies in any industry.

Here’s a detailed look at the level of improvements our
clients achieved on a month-by-month basis — notice
that the average improvement stabilizes after a year
from the project start.
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have significant impact on margin. The
figure at right illustrates that
remarkable margin improvements
have been realized without altering
list prices in the marketplace.
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Our analysis reveals that value resides
beyond just price setting. Price
execution, which represents a focused
approach to improve internal
efficiency through well-defined rules
and policies, coupled with continuous
measurement and control efforts, can
have significant impact on margin. The
figure at right illustrates that
remarkable margin improvements
have been realized without altering
list prices in the marketplace.
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Bottom line
The margin and revenue increases that come from
pricing are well demonstrated. Think about it: What
could your organization do with extra profit equivalent
to 3.2 percent of revenue? Plus, clients report that the
majority of benefits from pricing arrive between one
and two years — with many demonstrable benefits
appearing within as little as eight weeks. That’s not a
long time to wait for benefits like these. If you’ve ever
dismissed pricing improvements on the grounds of ROI
or time to benefit, you’re running out of excuses.
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Even if pricing is relatively far down the list of levers
you plan on pulling to improve performance, there
may be no other lever that is more effective at margin
enhancement. Moreover, in many organizations, those
other levers have been pulled already. In that context,
pricing is looking better each day.

This article originally appeared in the Journal of
Professional Pricing and is the first in a three-part series.
Next, we examine how one can “connect the dots” by
taking a broader view of pricing. Finally, we take a look at
the price one must pay for pricing effectiveness. To read
the other articles in the series, or for more information on
Deloitte’s Pricing and Profitability Management practice,
please visit www.deloitte.com/us/ppm.
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